
  

About Me
● I’m a physicist working in photonics
● We mostly do theory
● We do a few in-house experiments
● We collaborate closely with experimentalists and write papers together
● In a previous life, I a major contributor to a free software project (GNU Emacs)

Pure theory paper (Physical Review Letters) Experimental paper (accepted to Nature Comms)



  

My Setup
Server (hosted by SPMS IT / CITS) with git repositories; one per project.
● Code and papers under preparation kept in git.
● Left up to students/postdocs to decide what to store, but at minimum all scripts to generate

key reported results (including figures) must be there.

Before submitting to journal, we post a preprint to the arxiv.
● Standard practice in physics.
● Nature and Science allow it! (Common misconception that they don’t.)
● Some collaborators don’t like it; in such cases, I don’t insist.

After acceptance, deposit key data in NTU Dataverse
● Stated in Data Management Plan on grants starting 2019

I also have a GitHub page, but mostly for teaching (we can discuss).



  

● This is part of a broader trend of greater openness in science (also: Open Access),
and I’m broadly in ideological agreement.

● It helps greatly with the data storage problem (but not a panacea).

● Some journals still not sure what to do with data availability statements
● Physical Review Letters: I ended up linking to Dataverse entry in Suppl. Mater.
● Opposite case: Nature family journals now mandate a data availability statement!

● More licensing alternatives would be nice
● Creative Commons is not optimal for code
● My view: CC-BY-NC (no commercial use) is obnoxious. I’d prefer CC-BY-SA.

● No file hierarchy is a problem (fixed in upcoming version)

Reflections on the Dataverse



  

● What should be shared?
● Still working it out myself. My current rule of thumb:

● everything used to generate figures, etc.
● simulation models (they’re described in the text anyway)

● There’s a common perception that revealing stuff gives competitors an advantage
● My view: apart from some cases like big software code-bases, this is overblown
● But even if I’m fine sharing, postdocs/collaborators may be uneasy. I can’t insist.

● Scientists need to know more about free/libre licensing
● You can’t upload stuff that you don’t own or have a license to (e.g. vendor sheets)
● CC and other free licenses don’t mean a free-for-all!
● I predict an eventual legal case over violation of CC terms (e.g. attribution), which may make

people pay attention.

Reflections on the Dataverse
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